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Environments
Every Business Central customer with Business Central Premium or Essential subscriptions can use one production
environment and three sandbox environments, at no extra charge.
Customers can also choose to purchase any number of additional production environments via their CSP partner.
Each production environment comes with three additional sandbox environments.
Existing customers with Business Central Premium or Essentials subscriptions purchased before October 1st 2020
will keep their existing environment entitlements for a period of 1 year until October 1st 2021 or until their
subscription is renewed or ended, whichever occurs last.
Production and sandbox environments can be created and used in any country where Business Central service is
available
When customer administrators create users in Microsoft 365 Admin Center and assign them Business Central
licenses, each user, by default, gets access to all Business Central environments (sandbox and production) under the
same single Business Central license
Administrators can limit users' access to any particular environment by changing their permissions, or by removing
users' access within that environment.

Improved overview and management of database capacity
Internal administrators and delegated administrators (partners) can get an overview of the database and file
capacity available for their Business Central environments, and how much of it is currently used, in the Business
Central admin center.
The Capacity page provides an overview of the total database and file storage usage, with details about the
storage used by every environment.
The page also displays the currently used and the maximum allowed number of production and sandbox
environments available for the customer.
Customers can purchase additional database capacity and environments via their reselling partner by using the
following add-ons:
• Dynamics 365 Business Central Database Capacity
• Dynamics 365 Business Central Additional Environment Add-on

Improved overview and management of database capacity
Exceeding the paid database storage limit won't interrupt transaction processing within the existing environments.
Once the capacity limits are exceeded, the customers won't be able to create new environments or copy their
existing environments until the storage used by the existing environments is decreased to fit the quota or
additional capacity is purchased.

Service-to-service authentication for Automation APIs
Service-to-service authentication is supported for Automation APIs in Business Central
An application permission scope is added, called Automation.ReadWrite.All.
This will allow service-to-service authentication, having external services connect as an application without
impersonating normal users.
Using OAuth Client Credentials flow, an app token with Automation.ReadWrite.All scope can then be used to access
Business Central.
Apps need to be registered in Business Central and the OAuth consent flow has to be completed before Business
Central can be accessed.

Manage features
When Microsoft releases features or feature design improvements as part of minor updates, some features aren't
immediately enabled. Administrators can learn about these features and independently enable each feature from
the Feature Management page.
Once a feature is enabled, it becomes available for all users on that environment no matter how they access
Business Central.
To see the approximate date and service update when each feature is expected to become mandatory, see
the Automatically enabled from field in the Feature Management page. After this date, the feature will no
longer appear in the Feature Management page and can no longer be turned off.

Manage features
When enabling features that require data update on the Feature Management page, administrators can schedule a
data update by choosing Schedule in the Data Update action group.
Scheduling a data update for enabled features starts the Feature Data Update setup guide, which allows
administrators to review affected data and schedule the data update process.

Manage irreversible features
The Feature Management page has been updated to include the new concept of irreversible features. These are
features that cannot be turned off after they have been turned on by an administrator.

https://yourbusinesscentralserver/?page=2610

Disable Integration Records and Integration Management
Business Central APIs, Common Data Service and Dynamics 365 Sales integration, OCR sync, and duplicate contact
search rely heavily on Integration Records and Integration Management, which sometimes could be performance
bottlenecks when the number of database operations was high.
To improve tenant performance, you can disable Integration Records and Integration Management, and instead
use system fields.
- For new tenants, Integration Records and Integration Management are disabled by default.
- Existing or upgraded tenants can manually disable Integration Records and Integration Management. On
the Feature Management page, you can select Performance - Disable Integration Management and
Integration Record Generation and in the Enabled for column choose All Users.

Database access intent changed to read-only for frequently used reports
Some frequently used reports has now a default database access intent set to read-only. The reports will use the
capacity of a read-only replica rather than share the read-write replica.

Retention policies
Administrators can define retention policies to specify how frequently they want Business Central to delete
outdated data in tables that contain log entries and archived records.
Policies can include all data in the tables that is past the expiration date, or they can add filter criteria that will
include only certain expired data in the policy.

Business Central Company Hub
Hub that permits you to access multiple companies, either in the same tenant or in another tenant environment.
The list of companies contains a few KPIs for the company that is displayed for the user if they have the needed access. You also have a list of
assigned user tasks for a given company, so you can keep track of work required for each company.

Various
With the new VAT Group Management assisted setup guide made available in an extension, companies quickly
get up and running with inter-group submission of VAT returns.
To ensure that item costs are up to date for service and non-inventory items, the default Unit Cost for such
items can be updated on the Item and Stockkeeping Unit pages.

Various
The package tracking feature is available on more types of sales documents. In addition to the Posted Sales
Shipments page, the tracking feature is also available on the Posted Sales Invoice, Posted Sales Credit Memo, and
Posted Return Receipt pages.

Various
For scenarios where Dynamics 365 Business Central is used by subsidiaries that must then report financial
statements for consolidation to a company that runs Dynamics 365 Finance or Dynamics 365 Supply Chain
Management, now you can export data in the consolidation file format that Finance and Supply Chain Management
expect:

Various
Available in 4 new countries or regions: Brazil, Ireland, Lithuania, and India (India is public preview only.)
The Bank Acc. Reconciliation page includes a feature to cancel a posted bank reconciliation so that users can
recover from mistakes. The bank reconciliation will automate the reconciliation of differences.
The Payment Reconciliation journal supports application against employee ledger entries, allow one-to-many
matching, have preview posting enabled, separate number series, and user-defined document numbers.
In recurring journals, you can now specify dimension filters on the source G/L accounts from which you want to
allocate costs, and you can set the Recurring Method field to Balance or Reversing Balance.

On the Posted General Journals page, you can now use the Copy Selected Lines to Journal function to create a
copy of a general journal line or a batch with opposite signs (a reversing journal), a different posting date or
document number.

Manufacturing low-level code calculation improvements
In a manufacturing environment, the demand for finished items will result in derived demand for components that
comprise the finished item.
The bill of material (BOM) controls the component structure and can cover several levels of semifinished items.
Planning an item at one level will cause derived demand for components at the next level, and so on.
The low-level code (integer) stored in the item card allows planning for items according to their rank in the BOM
hierarchy, starting with finished items at the top level and continuing down the product structure to lower level
items.

Business Central can update low-level codes dynamically when it certifies production BOMs.

Manufacturing low-level code calculation improvements
To mitigate impact on performance, you can disable Dynamic low-level code calculation on the Manufacturing
Setup page. Business Central will suggest that you create a new, recurrent job queue entry that will update lowlevel codes daily.
With this release there’s also a new logic that speeds up low-level code calculations. You can enable the new
calculations by selecting Optimize low-level code calculation on the Manufacturing Setup page.

Auto-resolve CDS conflicts
Integration table mappings now include rules that control how synchronization jobs synchronize records in
Business Central tables with entities in Common Data Service.
On the Integration Table Mapping page, in the Resolve Deletion Conflicts and Resolve Update
Conflicts columns, you can specify how Business Central will resolve conflicts that occur because records were
deleted in tables in one or the other business application, or updated in both.

Auto-resolve CDS conflicts

In the Resolve Deletion Conflicts column you can choose to have Business Central automatically restore deleted
records, remove the coupling between the records, or do nothing. If you do nothing, you must manually resolve
conflicts.
In the Resolve Update Conflicts column you can choose to have Business Central automatically send a data
update to the integration table when sending data to Common Data Service, or to get a data update from the
integration table when getting data from Common Data Service, or do nothing. If you do nothing, you must
manually resolve conflicts.

Auto-resolve CDS conflicts
After you specify the strategy, on the Coupled Data Synchronization Errors page you can choose the Retry
All action to automatically resolve conflicts.

CDS record coupling removal in bulk
When something goes wrong in an integration between Business Central and Common Data Service and you need
to uncouple records to stop synchronizing them, you can do so for multiple records at a time.
On the Integration Table Mappings page, you can choose choose Uncoupling, and then Delete Coupling.
Alternatively, on the Coupled Data Synchronization Errors page, you can choose the errors and then
choose Remove Couplings.

Restore synch defaults for CDS integration for selected Integration Table Mapping
You can now reset configuration changes made to integration table and field mappings for selected integration
table mappings by choosing Use Default Synchronization Setup.

CDS Virtual Entities support
Virtual entities enable the integration of data residing in external systems by seamlessly representing that data as
entities in Common Data Service, without replication of data and often without custom coding. Virtual entities
support create, updates and delete of data in the external system.
The purpose of Virtual Entities is to provide a way to integrate data from other systems into your Model-Driven Apps
without having the data stored both in the external system and in the Common Data Service.

CDS Virtual Entities support
Entities from Business Central are exposed as virtual entities to Common Data Service. In CDS, virtual entities will
appear as if they were physical entities, enabling consumption for Common Data Service solutions.
The underlying infrastructure to expose virtual entities from Business Central is based on API pages.
Enabling the virtual entities on CDS will require that a Common Data Service solution is installed. The solution will
be able to generate virtual entities based on the metadata of the APIs exposed on the connected Business Central
tenant.

Background checks for financial journals
On the General Journal Batch page, you can choose Background Error Check to have Business Central validate
financial journals, such as general or payment journals, while you're working on them.

Background checks for financial journals
When the validation is enabled, the Journal Check FactBox displays next to the journal lines and will show issues in
the current line and the whole batch.

The Issues total tile in the FactBox shows the total number of issues that Business Central found, and choosing it
will open an overview of the issues.
You can use the Show Lines with Issues and Show All Lines actions to toggle between journal lines that have or
don't have issues.

Notify users of high-risk changes in selected setup fields
You can now define a list of fields that contain high-risk and business-critical data that you want to be notified
about when they are changed.

To enable this feature, open Field Monitoring Assisted Setup Guide page to enable the feature.
https://businesscentral.dynamics.com/?page=1368

Longer item references
You can set up an item reference between your item description and the description that your customer or vendor
uses. When you create a sales or purchase document, you can fill in the Item Reference No. field to automatically add
the customer's or vendor's item description to the document.

Conversion templates to convert contacts to vendors and employees
When selecting a contact, you can now convert it not only to a Customer but also to a Vendor or Employee.
During conversion, you can choose a contact conversion template to use when the contact is converted to a
vendor or employee.

Integration with Teams
• Paste a link to any Business Central record into Teams chat, and it will expand that into a compact card to
share with your coworkers.
• View the full card details in a window inside Teams, including FactBoxes and other embedded content such as
charts. Edit fields, initiate workflows, and take action from the window without having to switch apps.

Integration with Teams

Modern Client various improvements
• Changes on how actions are presented in lookup dialog boxes

• Support for temporary tables in Page Inspector + performance improvements on inspection
• A report request page can open multiple previews one by one without closing the main window.

Modern Client various improvements
• Optimizations on how FactBoxes are loaded for improving performances + role center loading improvements

Azure KeyVault support for secrets
Dynamics 365 Business Central is configured to use an Azure AD application for reading key vault secrets. The application is
called Dynamics 365 Business Central ISV Key Vault Reader.

Azure KeyVault support for secrets

Code region compiler directive
You can now use code regions to structure related code, add documentation of code sections, and expand or
collapse these for fast navigation in your code with easy outlining of the code.

Implicit and Explicit WITH obsoletion
The use of WITH, which allows you to work with members using just simple names
instead of qualifying these fully, introduces possible uniqueness collisions when
multiple extensions contribute to the same objects.

New directives for warnings
Added a new suppressWarnings property in the app.json manifest so that you can suppress a comma-separated list
of warning IDs globally when you compile the extension:
"suppressWarnings": [Warning ID,Warning ID2,...]
Warning pragma directive, which you can set around a code section to suppress a comma-separated list of
warnings only in that enclosure:
#pragma warning disable warning-list
#pragma warning restore warning-list

Partial Records
Accessing a data source from AL code is typically done by using the record's methods GET, FIND, NEXT, and so on.
Without using partial records, the runtime loads all normal fields when accessing the data source.
Using the partial records API, you can now select a set of fields and only load them.
procedure DoCalculation(): Decimal;
var
Item: Record Item;
SumTotal: Decimal;
Counter: Integer;
begin
Item.SetLoadFields(Item."Standard Cost");
if Item.FindSet() then begin
repeat
SumTotal += Item."Standard Cost";
Counter += 1;
until Item.Next() = 0;
exit(SumTotal / Counter);
end;
end

For performance reasons, it's not recommended to use partial records on a record that will do inserts, deletes, or
copies to temporary records. All these operations require that the record is fully loaded, so you lose the
performance gains of loading fewer.

Temporary tables
There are three ways to implement a temporary table:
• Using a temporary record variable.
• Setting the SourceTableTemporary property on a page.
• Setting the TableType property on the table object to Temporary
table 50100 MyTable
{
DataClassification = CustomerContent;
TableType = Temporary;
fields
...
}

This implementation has the same effect as using a temporary record variable or setting the SourceTableTemporary
property on a page. But the advantage is that the table schema isn't synchronized with the database (no
restrictions on breaking schema changes, like removing a field, changing its data type or length).

Business Central Performance Toolkit
The Business Central Performance Toolkit helps you track and compare performance between different builds of
your solution to help ensure that changes in code do not negatively impact performance in customer tenants.

Delete extension’s data
New option that permits you to delete all the extension’s data (data on tables, table extensions, isolated storage) and also
the database schema of the extension.

License check aligned between production and sandbox environments
In D365BC license permissions (per object) are defined in the Entitlements table. Entitlements are grouped in
the Entitlement Set table, and then each entitlement set is associated with one of the four Azure Active Directory
(Azure AD) service plans.
In versions earlier than 2020 release wave 2 (version 17.0), entitlements are only enforced in production
environments so that prospective and existing customers could explore the functionality of the Premium
subscription in a sandbox environment without having to purchase a Premium license.
Partners that create and test their extensions using sandbox environments of that type could miss errors in their
code that would be related to entitlements or access, so that those issues would not be found until they
deployed their extensions to the production environments.

With 2020 release wave 2, the license checks for entitlements are now also enforced in the sandbox environments.

Snapshot debugging
Ability to attach the Visual Studio Code AL debugger to a production tenant to take snapshots of code execution,
allowing rapid investigation and collaboration with the customer on exact reproduction steps.
• Set snappoints in code.
• Create a new snapshot attach configuration. This could be web client, web API, or background session (by
specifying user ID or session ID, no selection UI yet).
• Attach to an environment in snapshot mode.
• Perform reproduction steps to trigger snappoints.
• Download snappoint in Visual Studio Code after completing reproduction.
• Inspect stack trace/program execution as well as variables at snappoints offline in Visual Studio Code.

With this release snapshot debugging is enabled in sandbox environments only. It will be enabled for
production environments in one of the first minor updates.

Snapshot debugging

Data audit system fields
Four new system fields are added to all tables:
•
•
•
•

SystemLastModifiedOn
SystemLastModifiedBy
SystemCreatedBy
SystemCreatedOn

The platform will populate the content of the fields when a record is created and modified. It isn't possible for a
developer to control the values that are saved to the database.

ISV telemetry to Application Insights

If the Verbosity level is set to Normal and DataClassification is set to SystemMetadata, then the platform will emit
telemetry to Application Insights.
The value of the Scope parameter determines where telemetry will be sent. If set to ExtensionPublisher, telemetry is only
sent to the Application Insights account specified in the app.json file. If set to All, telemetry is also sent to the Application
Insights account specified in the Business Central administration center.

Others…
You can now set breakpoints in install or upgrade code, attach and trigger publishing of an extension to debug
install or upgrade code.

New option for admins to rename environments in the Business Central admin center

http://www.simplanova.com

